
Student Internship in Analytical Development Biochemistry -

Business Information Systems, Business Informatics, Data

Sciences (6 Months)

Basel, Basel-City, Switzerland

The Position

The Analytical Development Biochemistry group, located in Basel, is an integral component of how we innovate healthcare through the invention of
differentiated medicines for treating diseases of current unmet medical need. This internship program integrates seamlessly into European-based
University degree program and therefore we offer the most talented students the opportunity to gain valuable work experience with us.

During the internship your tasks will include:

Process automation of data evaluation within mass spectrometry environment
Digitalization of paper based workflows
Data visualization and automated generating of reports and dashboards (e.g. Power BI & Tableau)
Automated data handling including database transfer and creation of data pipelines
Processing of mass spectrometry data

The internship gives you as well the chance to:

Gain insight into the whole analytical department
Gain an overview over the whole company and understand processes and connections
Support your development by networking and taking part in tours, presentations, events and trainings

Who you are:

EU/EFTA Students: You are currently enrolled in your Bachelor's studies within business information systems, business informatics, data

sciences or a related field and will continue to be enrolled during the entire period of the internship. Alternatively, you are currently enrolled in a
Master's program. Students in their gap year are not eligible.

Due to regulations, non-EU/EFTA students: You have to provide a certificate from the university stating that an internship is mandatory and
upload it together with your application documents. Furthermore, you have to be enrolled during the entire internship period.

The project is not suitable for Bachelor / Master thesis. You are motivated to increase and share your theoretical and practical knowledge on this
emerging and exciting field of liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) / electrospray ionization mass spectrometry

(ESI-MS) and you are an enthusiast of new technologies and you easily show engagement with people. Experiences in sample preparation of
biomolecules and in mass spectrometry in general are considered a plus.

Moreover you are/have:

Self-motivated and science driven
Knowledge in programming language with Python

Knowledge of mass spectrometry data systems (e.g. Waters, Thermo, Bruker)
Knowledge of robot systems (e.g. TECAN)
Knowledge of data evaluation software (e.g. PMI)
Knowledge about validated CSV system within GMP (Good Manufacturing Practice) environment is a plus
Excellent German skills and good English skills - written and verbal

Information about application documents and start date:



The internship has an earliest Start date of October 1st  2022.

Applications need to include a CV and a motivation letter. Please clearly indicate your preferred starting date and duration of internship
(preferably 6 months) in your cover letter.

The next step is yours. To apply today, click on the "Apply online" button below.

Who we are

At Roche, more than 100,000 people across 100 countries are pushing back the frontiers of healthcare. Working together, we've become one of the
world's leading research-focused healthcare groups. Our success is built on innovation, curiosity and diversity.

Basel is the headquarters of the Roche Group and one of its most important centres of pharmaceutical research. Over 10,700 employees from over
100 countries come together at our Basel/Kaiseraugst site, which is one of Roche`s largest sites. Read more.

Besides extensive development and training opportunities, we offer flexible working options, 18 weeks of maternity leave and 10 weeks of gender
independent partnership leave. Our employees also benefit from multiple services on site such as child-care facilities, medical services, restaurants
and cafeterias, as well as various employee events.

We believe in the power of diversity and inclusion, and strive to identify and create opportunities that enable all people to bring their unique selves
to Roche.

Roche is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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